Official Side Event of the Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue 2019
Guided tour: Efficiency and Sustainability in Buildings
Monday, 08 April 2019 | language: English |
Do you think Energy Efficiency is not sexy? Then come with us and be inspired by highly
efficient buildings, sustainable community projects and ground-breaking architectural
designs.
Please note: Due to safety reasons, some sites can only be visited with flat and sturdy shoes.
Changeable weather conditions require weatherproof clothing. Packed lunches will be
provided. Filming and photography are not allowed unless otherwise indicated at the site.
Agenda
12:15 pm

1:00 pm



Bus transfer to Berlin Marienfelde



Welcome and short introduction to site visits



Guided visit to HAUS 2019
In Berlin-Marienfelde, a barrier-free zero-energy building with 31 office
workplaces and three conference rooms was built between 2011 and 2013. The
building was given its working title "Haus 2019" because it already meets the
requirements of the European Building Directive that public-sector buildings
should have - a balanced energy balance from 2019 onwards.
Guide: Jens Fortenbacher, UBA

2:30 pm



Bus transfer to Marienfelde

3:00 pm



Guided visit to SMART CITY MARIENDORF
By 2018, 734 apartments in the "Wohnpark Mariendorf" housing estate will be
modernised in terms of energy efficiency, 73 new apartments will be built on the
roof and the latest technology introduced to relieve the climate. The quarter
becomes a "Smart City", significantly reducing CO2 emissions. Thanks to all
these measures, it will be possible to reduce CO2 emissions by around 70%
(from currently 26.4 kg/m²a to 9.7 kg/m²a). The combination of various
innovative technologies leads to significant energy savings, a future viability of
the entire quarter and a high residential value for tenants.

Guide: Anne Grubert, Gewobag
5:00 pm



Transfer to Federal Foreign Office

5:30 pm
pm



End of tour

The official hashtag of the Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue 2019 is: #BETD2019
The meeting point for the start of the tour is:
Jägerstraße / Kurstraße
10117 Berlin (near the Federal Foreign Office, the official venue of the conference)
Please make sure to arrive 15 minutes before departure, as the bus will leave punctually.

Meeting point:
Jägerstraße /
Kurstraße
10117 Berlin

Source: Google Maps

